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Ready for a journey 3000 steps down? A trek to a 

village, deep down a valley, to meet villagers farming 

the traditional way? And, to meet a beekeeper who 

collects honey which may well be called ‘Heritage 

Honey’, as it is collected the way it has been for 

centuries? Come join us, the Zizira explorers, and learn 

some little-known facts, some ancient secrets.



KHATARSHNONG, THE LAND OF 
HERITAGE HONEY



KHATARSHNONG

Tucked in the ever mesmerizing hills of Meghalaya, lies 

the 12 villages known by the name “Khatarshnong”. Like 

many inaccessible forested hamlets, there is no road or 

no means of transportation leading to the village. The 

only option to the village is to walk the 3000 steps, 

exploring the walking trails. Cleanliness defines the 

village and the nearby areas. Friendly people and 

wholesome local cooking to sustain after the 

adventurous trekking. Who knew that the time spent in 

exploring the walking trails of 3000 steps would lead us 

to an amazing discovery which may well be called as 

“Heritage Honey”.



“TO BECOME A BEE- KEEPER, 
YOU REALLY HAVE TO KNOW 
HOW TO SPEAK TO THE BEES”

BAH RICHARD RANEE



KNOW HOW TO 
SPEAK TO THE BEES

Hailing from Nongtraw village (one of the 12 villages of 

Khatarshnong), a traditional bee- keeper, by the name 

Bah Richard Ranee shared his passion for bee- keeping, 

the traditional way. He mastered the art of bee- keeping 

that was passed on from his ancestors. Bah Richard 

Ranee’s passion for bee- keeping defines his expertise in 

understanding the bees. He knew the type of flowers or 

trees that the bees love and he plants it near the bee 

drums which is made up of Dieng Lakhiat (Dieng means 

tree and Lakhiat is the local name of a particular variety 

of tree species). Amazing result from this is shown when 

the bee-drums get filled up with pure natural Heritage 

honey. The relationship between him and the bees 

defines genuine respect and care for nature.

This is what he says to the bees when he takes the honey 

from the honey drum.



KNOW HOW TO 
SPEAK TO THE BEES

“I am taking good care of you, and you should not be 

mad or angry with me. I need to take out honey for 

helping me in getting income that I need to feed my 

family”. 

The bees would allow him to take the honey without 

hurting him.



ESTABLISHING THE ART 
OF BEE- KEEPING



To start with bee keeping, Bah Richard would go to the 

forest and mark a specific tree.  A hole will be made 

which is then abandoned for a year till that portion is 

dried. The Queen bee will then settle inside the hole. She 

will then be taken from the hole and her wings will be cut 

off to prevent her from flying away. She will give birth to 

her children and they will start dwelling in the hole. 

When the drones grow up, they collect the nectar from 

the flowers and produce honey. Bah Richard would 

collect the honey by burning a cotton thread which will

create smoke and chase the bees from the hive. 15 tins 

of honey is collected each year amounting to 300Kgs/ 

year.

ART OF BEE- KEEPING



HERITAGE HONEY FROM 
THE WISE BEES



Here’s an interesting fact learnt from 

the traditional bee- keeper of 

Nongthraw village. As per the local 

beliefs, heritage honey bees can also 

understand their owners. It is said that 

once Bah Richard, the bee- keeper 

marks a tree or creates a hole in the 

bee-drum, the bees tend to leave and 

relocates to a different location if 

someone else tries to collect honey 

from the same drum. It is also said that, 

the Heritage Honey bees will not yield 

for a bee- keeper who is not honest, 

hygienic and kind-hearted. This way, the 

ensures the purity of the 12 villages 

(Khatarshnong) and the honey we get 

from there.

THE WISE BEES



“That which is not good for the bee-hive cannot 
be good for the bees”

THE WISE BEES



IT’S NOT JUST HONEY



ENVIRONMENT 
SURROUNDING 

The importance of heritage honey to the local people here 

in Khatarshnong is limitless. Since, heritage honey carries 

the purity of the environment surrounding the 12 villages 

(Khatarshnong) the people are fortunate to taste its 

goodness. The heritage honey bees also prove their 

higher level of importance with medicinal benefits. The 

locals of Khatarshnong generates income for their 

livelihood though bee keeping.



ENVIRONMENT 
SURROUNDING 

“Since ancient days we believe that bees are the love of 

human being who love to take care and does not provide 

anything but in return it gives income, bees expect nothing 

from human being but want us to only take care of the 

environment that is the flowers, trees, hills and natural 

beauty” –

Bah Pius 
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